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Status of Basic Support

- Draft has passed through WG last call
  - comments received, various issues addressed in draft -02
  - one open issue remaining (#30), just needs slight clarification in text -03
- Draft also passed through IETF last call with no comments - ended February 16 2004
- State in Document Tracker - still “in last call”
Security Considerations

• This is listed as a separate work item, but all known security items specific to basic support are in the basic support draft

• What is the role for threats analysis document?
  • New document released yesterday; we won’t discuss it at this point
  • Do people want to keep threats analysis?
    Make all analyses specific to draft/RFC?
Implementations

- Various groups have implemented NEMO
  - (total count #?)
- Interoperability testing between a few implementations has been performed (see following presentation)
- No major problems found with basic support scheme
Conclusions

• Basic Support document passed IETF last call, but still listed as “in last call”
• Have not received detailed security analysis
• Various implementations exist
• WG is ready to move document forward